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a b s t r a c t

Current guidelines for design and assessment of buildings under tsunami actions do not explicitly state
how to apply tsunami loads to buildings and which analysis methods to use in order to assess the struc-
tural response to the tsunami loads. In this paper, a reinforced concrete (RC) moment-resisting frame,
which is designed as a tsunami evacuation building, is selected as a case study and subjected to simulated
2011 Tohoku tsunami waves. To assess tsunami impact on the model building, different nonlinear static
analyses, i.e. constant-height pushover (CHPO) and variable-height pushover (VHPO), are compared with
nonlinear dynamic analysis. The results of VHPO provide a good prediction of engineering demand
parameters and collapse fragility curves obtained from the dynamic analysis under a wide range of tsu-
nami loading. On the other hand, CHPO tends to overestimate interstorey drift ratio (IDR) and underes-
timate column shear by about 5–20%. It provides a larger fragility, i.e. about 10% in median value, for
global failure and a smaller fragility for local shear failure. On the basis of these results, it is recom-
mended that VHPO be used in future fragility analysis of buildings subjected to tsunami. However, push-
over methods might not be adequate in cases where the tsunami inundation force time-histories are
characterised by a ‘‘double-peak”, which subjects the structure to a two-cycle load. Finally, it is found that
tsunami peak force is better correlated to IDR than flow velocity and inundation depth for the considered
structure. This suggests that the peak force would be a more efficient intensity measure than the other
two in the development of tsunami fragility curves.
� 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Recent tsunami events (e.g. 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami and
2011 Great East Japan tsunami) have caused numerous deaths
and widespread damage. The 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami caused
230,000 deaths [1], whereas the 2011 Great East Japan (Tohoku)
earthquake-tsunami caused 19,000 fatalities as well as US$211 bil-
lion direct economic loss [2]. It is worth noting that such a loss
does not include costs related to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
power plant crisis nor indirect losses, such as supply-chain disrup-
tions and retail trade and tourism reduction due to restrained con-
sumption and radiation fears.

These observed consequences from tsunami can only be
reduced through the development of comprehensive risk mitiga-
tion plans based on tsunami impact scenarios and risk assess-
ments. An important component in the evaluation of tsunami

risk is the estimation of building fragility due to tsunami onshore
flow. This has recently been recognised by researchers worldwide
[3–5]. To date the majority of this research has focussed on the
development of fragility functions based on observational post-
tsunami damage data, in particular after the 2004 Indian Ocean
tsunami (e.g. [6,7]) and the 2011 Japan tsunami (e.g.[3]). Empirical
tsunami fragility functions are by their nature specific to the event
represented in the post-event damage data as well as the local
building stock, and suffer from absence of locally recorded tsunami
intensity measures (IMs). Tsunami inundation depths can be
obtained from the inspection of water marks on standing buildings,
whereas other IMs, such as flow velocity, are difficult to assess
after the event. It is important to recognise that the building dam-
age observation data have been affected by both earthquake and
tsunami loads, and implicitly include the response of buildings to
the combined hazards. As post-tsunami reconnaissance cannot dis-
tinguish damage due to the two hazards, it is difficult to determine
whether the preceding damage due to the earthquake has affected
the structural response to the tsunami inundation. The assessment
of structural performance through numerical analyses is therefore
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essential to overcome the mentioned limitations of empirical fragi-
lity functions. Analytical fragility functions can also be used
together with empirical assessments to provide a deeper under-
standing of structural behaviour under tsunami actions.

1.1. Previous studies on analytical fragility functions and structural
assessment to tsunamis

Very few studies concerning analytical fragility of structures to
tsunami are available in the literature. Macabuag et al. [8] pre-
sented a preliminary study where they considered different build-
ing codes in assessing the tsunami force on a simple reinforced
concrete (RC) frame building based on a pushover-based method.
investigated the behaviour of RC buildings under tsunami loads
by means of both experimental and numerical analyses and
assessed the contribution of infill walls on the response of the
structure. A set of tsunami pushover curves for a single-storey RC
structure was produced assuming a constant inundation height.
It was found that shear failure in columns leads the structure to
failure before the full structural capacity is exploited. Nanayakkara
and Dias [9] proposed analytical fragility curves for different struc-
tural typologies. A probabilistic model based on Monte Carlo sim-
ulation was used to artificially produce fragility curves for
simplified masonry and RC structural models assuming that inun-
dation depth is uniformly distributed for different inundation
depth ranges. A good match with empirical fragility curves was
observed. In addition, preliminary studies on the behaviour of
structures under ground motion and subsequent tsunami inunda-
tion are available in the literature. For instance, Park et al. [10] pro-
posed an approach to consider the successive seismic and tsunami
risk to buildings. The structure was modelled as an equivalent
single-degree-of-freedom system and was subjected first to an
acceleration time-history and then a tsunami force calculated from
FEMA P646 [11]. Latcharote and Kai [12] implemented a sequential
earthquake and tsunami simulation in an Integrated Earthquake
Simulation to assess the expected damage for a three-storey RC
structure in Kochi, Japan.

All these existing tsunami analytical fragility approaches are
associated with a number of issues that affect their accuracy.
Firstly, the tsunami action is typically modelled with an equivalent
force according to design prescriptions, without taking into
account realistic tsunami inundation time-histories. Current
design building codes might be inadequate in assessing tsunami
force; in particular, conservative assumptions are typically made
for design purposes. Secondly, gross assumptions are made regard-
ing the pressure distribution along the height of the structure
resulting from the tsunami actions, without consideration of the
potential sensitivity of the structural response to variations in
the pressure distribution or how the load is discretised and applied
to the structural model. Furthermore, almost none of the
approaches consider the fact that tsunami forces are applied at
the rear of the structure as the tsunami wave flows past the build-
ing. Thirdly, available studies typically consider only nonlinear sta-
tic analyses pushing the structure up to the structural peak
strength, where the structure cannot be considered to have failed.
It is clear that there is a gap in knowledge in determining how tsu-
nami loads should be applied to a building and which analysis
methodology is most suitable for the estimation of building
response to realistic tsunami.

1.2. Objectives of the study

This paper takes a first step to address the above mentioned
issues by assessing different nonlinear static analyses and compar-
ing them with dynamic analyses performed considering realistic
tsunami inundation time-histories. The assessment is performed

in terms of the ability of each nonlinear static method to predict
the peak structural response observed in the dynamic analyses
and to reproduce the tsunami fragility curves developed from the
dynamic analyses. The peak structural response, e.g. maximum
interstorey drift ratio (IDR), is referred to as ‘‘demand” in the fol-
lowing, whereas the tsunami peak intensity is expressed in terms
of IM, e.g. inundation depth. The study takes advantages of the
numerical-experimental studies developed at UCL and HRWalling-
ford for the assessment of tsunami forces on structures [13,14] and
the extensive tsunami simulations for generating realistic tsunami
wave traces [15]. The paper is divided into different sections. First,
a case study building, a Japanese tsunami evacuation building, is
described and then its modelling is discussed. Particular attention
is paid to the definition of tsunami load through the adoption and
modification of the formulation of Qi et al. [13]. A tsunami inunda-
tion simulation of the 2011 Tohoku tsunami is presented in order
to define numerous tsunami wave traces in terms of inundation
depth and flow velocity, for use in the dynamic analyses of the
structural model. Different non-linear static analysis methodolo-
gies for the assessment of the building response are defined and
a sensitivity analysis is performed to assess the influence of applied
load distribution on the structural response under tsunami actions.
The demand on the building, in terms of maximum IDR and shear,
is then evaluated using the defined nonlinear static analysis meth-
ods and compared to the results of the nonlinear dynamic analysis,
with the aim of identifying the bias induced by adopting the for-
mer simpler analyses. Such a bias is finally estimated in terms of
tsunami fragility curve, and recommendations are made as to
which nonlinear static analysis and load distribution approach
are the most suitable for use in the study of building fragility to
tsunami. It is highlighted that the fragility functions presented in
this paper are specific to the case study building and should not
be adopted in the assessment of other RC building types.

2. Methodology

2.1. Case study building

The case study building selected is an ideal tsunami evacuation
building, consisting of 10 storeys and RC frames in both horizontal
directions (Fig. 1). Building plan dimensions are 36 � 23 m, with a
constant 3.9 m interstorey height for all storeys except for the
ground storey, which is 4.5 m high. Six and three bays can be iden-
tified along the longitudinal and transverse directions, respec-
tively. The tsunami evacuation building is taken from the design
example 3-1 of the ‘‘structural design and members section case
studies” [16]. This structure is an ideal tsunami evacuation build-
ing, designed according to both earthquake and tsunami actions.
It should not be considered as representative of a typical mid-
rise RC building in Japan, e.g. the apartment building in Rikuzen-
takada [17] and other RC frame buildings that were surveyed after
the 2011 Japan tsunami [18–20]. The example structure is
designed assuming an earthquake zone coefficient Z ¼ 1:0, soil
type 2, fundamental vibration period 0.796 s, characteristic vibra-
tion coefficient Rt ¼ 0:979 and base shear coefficient C0 ¼ 0:2.
The structure is also designed to resist tsunami loads, assuming a
10 m inundation depth and coefficient a equal to 2.0, yielding an
effective inundation depth equal to 20 m in calculating the wave
forces action the building. Only minor modifications from the seis-
mic design result are made for the tsunami design of the structure,
particularly concerning the building foundations. However, the
tsunami design is conducted assuming that the first two floors
are ‘‘pilotis”, i.e. do not have infills. This study neglects the pres-
ence of openings; it is assumed that water flow is obstructed in
all bays for the whole height of the structure. Such an assumption
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